
From: 

2/16/2021 t2:08:05 PM 
RE: Slide for tomorrows Meeting 
2021 System Harden iag Weekly Summa~ (Updated 2.16,21 ),×lsm 

Hey 

Here is the latest copy of the Weekly summary: Note that there are some manual adjustments made to the 
data to encapsulate the updated scope approvals and mileage allocations that happened on Thursday: As such 
please do not hit the refresh button as this will override the changes made to the data. 

Let me know if you have any questions related to the data, 

From: 

Yuen 

I think we are going to try to put this together for our calls tomorrow: To that end do you think you can get me the 
rainbow report as early as possible? 

I am also open to any ideas for automation. 

Thanks 

Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021:6:01 PM 

Subject: Slide for tomorrows Meeting 

Below is our summary; It takes longer because we track things differently for the main system hardening work 
UG vs OH compared Contract vs GC so things have to be consolidated many of times, I double checked 
eye,thing and I am pretty confident inthe data, This includes eve~thing we have including the carryover work 
which is eye,thing PEND and above. However I want to mention that 60 miles that are through the WFGC will 
be in estimating hands tomorrow, I also want to say that we have no other miles beyond these to scope. Asset 
has said that due tO potential risk model change they want to not give us any more until that is decided, 

I think this should give you what you need. 

1 
Base Projects (08W)    I Base 08W I Fire Rebuild (08W) 
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Status Group OH UG Reloc/Remove GC Contract 

Miles Constructed 4,3 - - - 

Miles in Construction Progress 44.7 - - 

Shovel Ready 
(Or Veg Outstanding) - - 

Ready for Construction Waiting for 
(UNSC) Not 

Contract Only 0.9 
Shovel 

Various 
Ready    Dependencies 

8.2 5.4 

Dependency (PEND) 7.2 

Estimating (ESTS) 6.0 1.0 5.6 

Approved Not 

in Estimating 57.8 24.4 4.6 - 
Ready fo r 
~GC 42.6 19.7 6,3 

Unscheduled Estimating (UI’-,ISE) Asst Mgmt Dec 29.6 34,8 10.8 5.1 
Planning Eng 

Rev 1.4 7.9 

ADE Field 19,7 6,4 

Table Top 87.7 6.2 1.0 

TOTAL 4!0,5 21.7 17.1 

Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
Major Projects and Programs 
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